Multisubstrate analogs for deoxynucleoside kinases. Triphosphate end products and synthetic bisubstrate analogs exhibit identical modes of binding and are useful probes for distinguishing kinetic mechanisms.
Comparative inhibition kinetics with natural dNTP end products (dNp3) and new synthetic bisubstrate-type analogs, dNp4A (deoxynucleoside 5'-adenosine 5'''-P1,P4-tetraphosphate), have been studied with their target deoxynucleoside kinases from Lactobacillus acidophilus. Analysis of inhibition specificity, inhibition patterns, and Ki(app) under various conditions has revealed the following conclusions. Both dNTP and dNp4A bind to the active site of the corresponding kinase through multiple binding determinants. The deoxynucleoside moiety of dNTP fits optimally at the deoxynucleoside binding site and provides the basis for its inhibition specificity, whereas the triphosphate group interacts with the ATP binding site, reinforcing the affinity of the molecule as a potent end product inhibitor (Ki = 0.4-3 microM). The adenosine moiety of dNp4A does not contribute to the binding of this compound, whereas the tetraphosphate portion is the second binding determinant, just as in the model developed for dNTP. dNTP and dNp4A proved to be useful tools for distinguishing the kinetic mechanisms of kinases which follow sequential pathways, i.e. the rapid equilibrium Random Bi Bi for dCyd and dGuo kinases and the steady state Ordered Bi Bi mechanism for two dAdo kinases associated either with dCyd kinase or with dGuo kinase on different multifunctional proteins.